PCG Education’s online professional learning network, Pepper™, is designed to support educators as they focus on college and career readiness. Pepper focuses on helping educators in a variety of ways: providing flexible, unlimited access to online professional learning; supporting a blended training approach; providing a collaborative environment where topics can be discussed in small, personal communities; enabling teachers to build a professional portfolio and share best practices with instructional coaches and peers; and providing teachers a means for earning accredited professional development units. Many of the courses are eligible for a CEU upon successful completion.

**Courses**

**MA101M: Standards for Mathematical Practice**

**MA110M: Standards for Mathematical Content**  
*Recommended Pre-Requisite: MA101M*

**MA200M: Getting Started: Expressions and Equations**  
*Recommended Pre-Requisite: MA101M, MA110M*

**MA201M: Implementing Expressions and Equations**  
*Recommended Pre-Requisite: MA101M, MA110M, MA200M*

**MA01612: CCR Standards in Math Mod1 6-12: Focus on Practice Standards**

**MA02612: CCR Standards in Math Mod 2 6-12: Focus on Content Standards**

**Workshops**

**POW110: Universal Design for Math Learning**

**POW115: Strategies to Engage Girls in Math and Science**

**POW116: Improving Mathematical Problem Solving: Middle School**

**POW322: Using Worked Examples to Enhance Mathematics Learning (6-12)**

**Pepper Communities**

The online Professional Learning Community (PLC) available within Pepper is a powerful collaboration and training tool. All training courses, workshops, discussions, announcements and “Ask the Expert” features can be found inside the community. This resource can be used in a variety of ways to enhance the learning from the online content, allowing for users to easily communicate. Google Hangouts and Skype Rooms can be used for collaboration, sharing, coaching, and live training sessions.

**For more information, contact:**  
Dr. Jack McLaughlin at 775.313.3121  
www.PepperPD.com